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Jussi Björling: Advertising Tenor
by Harald Henrysson

O

ne of the clearest proofs of Jussi’s
enormous popularity in Sweden
is the frequent use of his name in
advertising. His name and portrait were not
only used when his concerts or his recordings were advertised, but his commercial
potential was taken advantage of to promote
both products which could to some extent
be related to his profession, like pianos,
radio receivers and lozenges, but also a
wide array of other products: typewriters,
razor blades, fountain pens, newspapers,
perfume, vermouth and whisky. This article
will present a selection of these advertise-

ments and give an idea of their background.
Those who want to see some of these
and other Jussi advertisements in color, can
look up pages 162-163 & 186-187 in the
Swedish book “Jussi: sången, människan,
bilderna,” which is available from JBS-USA.
(see order form, inside back cover)
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The first known advertisement featuring Jussi Björling appeared in February
1935 in Svensk Damtidning (”Swedish
Ladies’ Journal”). Together with ten other
people among the “foremost personalities of
the world of music,” he expressed his appreciation of Centrum Radio, “the receiver with
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the wonderful tone.” Jussi’s poetic statement
was: “A radio can have a personality, that
undefinable thing, something that enchants,
shines and enraptures.” It is interesting that
eight of the other people here were important for Jussi’s career. First among them
should of course be mentioned John Forsell,
his teacher, opera manager, colleague on the
stage and guardian, but his Italian teacher
Tullio Voghera, his link with Caruso, was
also certainly important. Leo Blech, who
had fled Nazi Germany, conducted almost
30 of Jussi’s performances in Stockholm,
and concertmaster Giovanni Turicchia early
recognized his talent. Einar Beyron was Des
Grieux at Jussi’s debut as the Lamplighter
and often sang the leading tenor roles during Jussi’s early years. Beyron’s wife Brita
Hertzberg was often Jussi’s partner in the
30s and 40s, and Conny Molin shared the
stage with him more than 200 times in the
30s. (p 23)
Jussi Björling would become a main
promoter of Centrum receivers, both in
press advertisements and on posters, later

generally appearing alone. The
founder of the company, Bertil
Gylling, had a clever sense for
marketing and could boast of
being provider to not only the
Swedish but also the Egyptian
court. He sent his receivers to
the Pope and the Emperor of
Abyssinia as well as to Josef
Stalin.
The frequently reproduced photo of Jussi seated
on the Metropolitan stage
as King Gustavus III of
Sweden was in 1941 also
used by Centrum. This
time Jussi declared that he
had been able to listen to
the most exclusive radio
receivers, especially in
America, but that he had
never found any any to
surpass Centrum. (p 19).
“I have all Europe’s music centers here
in my Gärdet apartment,” Jussi said when
he demonstrated his magnificent Centrum
Royal De Luxe receiver to a journalist,
whose article was quoted in this 1937
advertisement. [Gärdet was the Stockholm
district where Jussi then lived.] (p 22)
This advertisement shows that those
who expressed their ”unreserved admiration” for Centrum also included Jussi’s
singer colleagues Tibbett, Gigli and Chaliapin and the violinist Giovanni Turicchia,
concert master of the Royal Orchestra. The
latter was the first person associated with
the opera house who recognized Jussi’s talent. When Turicchia came to Ystad with his
string quartet in 1927, he had the opportunity to hear Jussi before he had gone to
Stockholm and met John Forsell. (p 20)
AGA was originally a Swedish company, based on inventions in lighthouse and
industrial gas technology. For a period, they
were also in the radio and television branch,
but now, owned by a German group, the
brand may be most associated with heat
storage stoves and cookers. In this 1943
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advertisement from a ladies’ journal, Jussi
does not promote AGA, but he is used (in a
picture from Fram för framgång—see p. 22)
as an example of miscellaneous “voices of
the time in the air.” The voices of Roosevelt,
Churchill and Goebbels may be known to
all; the fourth politician here is Swedish
premier 1932-1946 Per Albin Hansson,
second in the bottom row. He shared Jussi’s
popularity and it was once said that he and
Jussi were the only two (non-Royal) people
whom Swedes generally referred to by their
first name. To the left of Hansson is the
middle distance runner Gunder Hägg (in
unexpected clothing), who set 15 individual
world records, and whose runs were regularly broadcast in Sweden. In 1943, he made
a very successful US tour and received the
prestigious title “Athlete of the Year.” (p 22)
Luxor was a Swedish radio brand
which Jussi is not known to have advertised
in Sweden but only during his 1954 tour in
South Africa. The Ingrid table radiogram
may have borrowed its name from his
compatriot and friend, the actress Ingrid
Bergman. (p 23)
The first in the series of lozenges with
which Jussi let himself be associated—he
would not become an “exclusive artist”
for one of those companies - seems to be
the “doctor’s lozenge” Meditol. (The brand
seems to still exist, now Swiss-owned.) In
this advertisement from September 1935,
Jussi says that he does not know “what it
is in Meditol that in such a wonderful way
helps my throat and my vocal cords” and
that it had saved him from threatening
indispositions. (p 21)
In 1940, Jussi confirmed that he had
“for years used Läkerol during [his] tours
both in Sweden and abroad and found it to
be a really good and reliable friend.” The
Läkerol lozenge was launched by Ahlgrens
Tekniska Fabrik in Gävle already in 1909,
and is still sold in many varieties, but now
produced by another Swedish company,
Cloetta, and no longer in Gävle. (p 22)
Jussi declared in 1950 that of all
lozenges, he preferred Pix—another lozenge
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from Gävle—and had used it for many
years. The text also mentions a radio interview, broadcast on 1 September 1950 on a
program called Mitt allra bästa (My Very
Best), which the Swedish Radio unfortunately did not preserve. (p 23)
About the lozenge Coryfin (made by
Pix), Jussi—in Barbiere costume—1943 said
that he had used it “several times during
my tours” and could warmly recommend
it. (p 23)
There is hardly any doubt whom the
public was thought to associate with the
lozenge “Jussi”, though this advertisement
did not make any direct reference to him.
But the promotion trick may not have been
successful, since it has not been possible to
trace a single preserved specimen of the box.
(p 19)
The advertisement here is the only
known one where Jussi is promoting perfume and also the only one where AnnaLisa adds her opinion, as seems natural
in this connection. The picture shows the
singing couple after their much publicized
Skansen concert on 4 August 1948 - their
public debut after Anna-Lisa had resumed
her career and “Jussi had to play the second
violin,” as a newspaper wrote. Since the
two “after an incredibly successful American tour recently returned to Sweden,”
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the advertisement must have been
published in Spring one of the years
around 1950. (p 21)
“Two stars sing their praise
of 4711” refers to the still existing
perfume brand which was named
after the producer’s address, 4711
Glockengasse in Cologne. It is the
oldest product here, produced at
least since 1799. The copywriter
made efforts to convince readers
of the importance of perfume for
the art of singing, and the name
“Tosca” of the product in picture
certainly gives an association.
The “keys” in which the famous
couple is made to laud the
perfume seem to have erotic
undertones. First, Jussi confirms the help 4711 has given
him “to develop all of my
vocal splendor in the ecstasy
of singing,” after which AnnaLisa expects “a delightful and
cultivated pleasure” in “the
pleasure-filled moments of
rest and relaxation.”		
“If Jussi Björling should
offer you a vermouth, then
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it would be Cinzano”, this advertisement
assures, with Jussi’s confirmation “I only
drink Cinzano vermouth.” (p 21)
Stockholms-Tidningen was in 1950
an important newspaper in the Swedish
capital (it had to close down in 1966). Jussi,
represented by a card with only “Jussi, Court
Singer, Siarö” and two pikes along with his
spinning rod, claimed that the paper “hit the
right note on the matters of the day.” (p 21)
As promotion for its razor blades,
Palmolive presented in the mid-1940s some
well-known personalities decorated by big
beards and offered the readers of the paper
to guess their identity, with the solution
given in another place. Here is Jussi with
beard and without. (p 22)
In the series “Famous Hands”, Jussi declared in 1942 that he signed his contracts
with his Montblanc fountain pen. (p 23)
Jussi didn’t claim to use a typewriter
himself, but since “modern youth follows
the rhythm of time and uses a typewriter,”
he gave his sons a Halda P from Åtvidabergs
Industrier. (p 21)
Here is our only example of an American advertisement, an elegant recommendation of the Knabe piano from Opera News
1950. (p 23) n
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